
Say goodbye to getting paid for consultations – at
least from Medicare.
As of January 1, Medicare put consultations into

the realm of noncovered services, which means codes
99241 to 99245 and 99251 to 99255 can no longer be
used on Medicare claims.
Consults provided before January 1 will get paid,

but consults provided after that time won’t. Claims for
services January 1 and afterwards that carry consulta-
tion codes will be returned with a message to use
another code.
And the office cannot bill the patient for the con-

sult, because it is a noncovered service. Billing is not
permitted even if the patient has an advance beneficia-
ry notice.
Right now, the ban on consult payments is limited

to Medicare fee-for-service claims. It does not apply
to Medicare Advantage or to Medicaid or to commer-
cial payers, many of which were taken by surprise
about the nonpayment.
But that likely will not last long, because invari-

ably, what Medicare does becomes standard procedure
for everybody else.

a move after a long study
The move is not a sudden one.
Medicare has had its eye on the consult codes for

several years, reasoning that because they carried a
higher payment rate than other E/M services, doctors
had an incentive to use them inappropriately.
And its suspicions were right. The Office of the

Inspector General found that in 2006 Medicare paid
out nearly $1.1 billion more than it should have for
consult claims alone. Sometimes the service did not
meet the definition of a consultation; other times the
documentation was insufficient to support the claim.
What’s more, Medicare says the work and resources
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No 21% pay cut after all
– at least not until March
That 21% cut scheduled to hit doctors’ Medicare

payments this month has been staved off until
March 1.
And a new bill known as the Medicare Physician

Payment Reform Act may end what has become a
regular year-end event – a last-minute reprieve on
the annual reimbursement cuts required by the cur-
rent formula that determines physicians’ payments.
For several years, Congress has stepped in at the

last minute and given doctors at least a minimal
pay increase. This year, however, there’s no
increase – just the possibility that the steadily
declining payment calculations will end.
The new bill calls for replacing that formula

with one that doesn’t automatically generate reduc-
tions. �



this month’s
idea

A four-day week betters the quality
of life as well as the revenues
Four days on with Fridays sort of off “is terrific,” says practice

manager IRIS GROSS of the five-physician, 28-staff Center for
Diabetes and Endocrine Care in Hollywood, FL.
“Quality of life is nice with that extra day every week.” And the

added advantage is that revenues “are above and beyond” what they
were previously.
Gross proposed the four-day schedule in June of last year “when

gas was hitting $5 a gallon” and people were looking at expensive
commutes. The doctors liked the idea, so the office moved to a four-
day, 10-hour schedule for everybody, including the doctors. It adver-
tised the change for 30 days with notices in the office, on the
answering message, and on the bills.
Four long days suit everybody.
Patients like it because it gives them extended hours. Previously,

appointments started at 9:00 a.m. with the last one scheduled at 3:45
p.m. Now the first is at 8:30 a.m. and the last at 5:30 p.m.
Staff like it because they have a three-day weekend. Their hours

are from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
On Fridays, “the front door is open,” but the schedule is light.

One physician sees patients in the morning, and a lab person, a med-
ical assistant, and one front desk staffer come in. Everybody rotates
working on Friday mornings, and the job is pleasant because it car-
ries overtime.
Gross also keeps a four-day week but is available on Fridays

from home. She directs her voice messages and e-mail to her cell
phone and answers all calls that come in. She tells patients she is
calling from home, “and they appreciate that.” Every message gets
answered even if the response is no more than “I’m out of the office
today, but I will get back to you Monday.”
Over time, she says, the Friday calls have become few.
The office went into the change only on a trial basis. “The bottom

line is what’s important,” Gross says, and she told staff that the four-
day weeks could continue only as long as the revenues were not
affected. In response, staff started working to keep the office busy
“so the numbers would be there.” They put an extra effort into keep-
ing the schedule full, making reminder calls two days in advance,
and rescheduling no-shows.
And they have not since slacked up on those efforts, she says.

“They know “that if revenues go down we will have to discontinue
the four-day weeks.”

If your office has a system that makes managing easier, MOM
would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical Office
Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone 404/367-
1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we write
about in this column. �
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(continued from page 1)
involved in a consultation aren’t sufficiently greater
than those involved in an initial visit service to war-
rant the extra 20% to 30% payment.
So goodbye, consult code payments. The codes are

still there, but there’s no Medicare money attached to
them.

a little less here, a little more there
The consult payments aren’t lost, however.
The law requires that Medicare remain budget neu-

tral, which means there’s a finite amount of money in
the pot, so what’s taken from one item has to be added
somewhere else, and vice versa.
As a result, the money that now isn’t being paid for

consultations is being added to the payments for the
initial visit E/M codes and also to the E/M codes that
are part of the global surgical package.
That’s bad news for specialists, because they can no

longer get the higher payment for consultations. But
it’s good news for the primary care physicians,
because their initial-care service payments have gone
up.

use the initial visit codes instead
So what codes should offices now use for consulta-

tions?
Use the initial visit codes for office, hospital, and

nursing facility care. They are
• initial office visit: 99201-99205
• initial hospital care: 99221-99223
• initial nursing facility care: 99304-99306.
The documentation doesn’t change, however. Both

the referring physician and the consulting physician
still have to document the request to provide an evalu-
ation for the patient, and the consulting physician still
has to send the results of the evaluation to the request-
ing doctor.
And that’s understandable, because the documenta-

tion has to tell what’s happening, or why the consult-
ing doctor is seeing the patient.
But the payment for the consultation will go down.

a new ‘in-charge’ modifier
In the hospital setting, the coding can get confus-

ing, because consultations there occur in many differ-
ent types of situations.
Medicare says that instead of the consultation codes

they used to use, doctors must now use the initial hos-
pital (or nursing facility) care codes for the first visit
during a patient’s stay. And they do that even if anoth-
er doctor has admitted the patient.
To keep the record straight as to which doctor is

doing what, Medicare has added a new modifier,
which is A1.
Only the principal physician or the physician of

record uses that. It gets added to the initial care E/M
code, and it identifies the physician as the one over-
seeing the care. It says “I’m the doctor in charge.”
All the other physicians – including specialists –

who do an initial evaluation of that patient just use an
initial visit E/M code alone, without the modifier.
So suppose the attending physician does an initial

inpatient evaluation. The code is 99222 with modifier
A1.
Now suppose the patient has diabetes so Dr.

Attending calls in an endocrinologist. Dr. Endo uses
the same code (99222) but without the modifier.
Suppose again that the patient has eye problems and
Dr. Attending calls in an ophthalmologist. Again, it’s
code 99222 but without the modifier for Dr. Opthal.
Medicare notes that while modifier A1 only applies

to the initial care codes, if it’s used on a claim for sub-
sequent care, the claim won’t be rejected.

questions, questions!
All that leads to a lot of questions, and the process

will undoubtedly take a while to shake out, but here
are some of the main points Medicare lays out.
Keeping in mind that the initial patient care codes

now carry a higher reimbursement, it’s important to
know when a patient is new and when to use modifier
A-1.

HOSPITAL PATIENT NOT ADMITTED
What if a patient goes to the hospital for observa-

tion but is not admitted?
The attending doctor uses an initial hospital obser-

vation code (99218-99220) plus code 99217 for obser-
vation care discharge.
And what if Dr. Attending calls in a specialist to

evaluate the patient?
Dr. Specialist cannot use the initial observation care

But telehealth consults
still get paid via G codes
While the inpatient and outpatient consultation

codes are no longer covered, such is not the case for
the telehealth consult codes. Those are G codes, and
they will still be paid. There are three of them, and
they cover initial inpatient consultations:

• G0425 – initial inpatient telehealth
consultation, typically 30 minutes
communicating with the patient

• G0426 – same, typically 50 minutes
• G0427 –same, typically 70 minutes �
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code. Only Dr. Attending can use that. Instead, Dr.
Specialist uses whatever new- or established-patient
office or outpatient visit code applies.

ADMITTED AFTER OBSERVATION BUT
DISCHARGED ON THE SAME DAY

Another scenario: what if a patient is placed in
observation and later admitted to the hospital but then
is discharged on the same day?
For that situation, Dr. Attending uses a subsequent

hospital care code (99234-99236). Those codes show
observation or inpatient E/M care with admission and
discharge on the same date.
But suppose during the time the patient is an inpa-

tient Dr. Attending calls in a specialist. Dr. Specialist
bills the initial hospital day code (99221-99223).

ADMITTED AFTER OBSERVATION AND STAYS
Suppose the patient goes to the hospital for obser-

vation and is admitted on that same day.
There the doctor bills not for the observation but

for the initial hospital care (99221-99223). The doctor
also uses modifier A1. The physician of record always
uses that modifier with the initial hospital care even if
no other doctors are called in.
That applies, however, only if the doctor actually

sees the patient in the emergency room and admits the
patient.

LEVEL 5 IN THE OFFICE BUT NOT
IN THE HOSPITAL

Suppose the doctor does a Level 5 office visit sev-
eral days before admission. Then on admission day,
that same doctor does a less-than-comprehensive his-
tory and physical. Does that still count as comprehen-
sive initial hospital care?
No.
Code only what’s done, and that’s Level 1 initial

hospital care (code 99221) with the A-1 modifier.

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT VISITS
And then there’s the emergency department situa-

tion (99281-99288).
– What happens when the emergency department

doctor sees the patient and then, on the advice of the
patient’s personal doctor, sends the patient home?
Dr. Emergency bills for whatever level of emer-

gency services he or she provides.
Dr. Personal does the same – but only if Dr.

Personal actually comes in and sees the patient. If Dr.
Personal only talks with Dr. Emergency on the tele-
phone and doesn’t see the patient, Dr. Personal hasn’t
seen the patient and so can’t bill for anything.

– What happens if Dr. Emergency asks a specialist
to see the patient?
Dr. Specialist bills for an emergency department

visit.

– What if Dr. Specialist decides to admit the
patient?
In that case, the bill isn’t for an emergency depart-

ment visit but for initial hospital care.
Does Dr. Specialist use modifier A1? Only if Dr.

Specialist is the physician of record, or the one who
stays with that patient throughout the visit.

– What about follow-up visits?
Those get billed as subsequent hospital or nursing

home care or, if the patient is seen in the office, as
office or outpatient visits.

DOCTORS WITHIN A GROUP
What if the main doctor is a member of a group

practice and requests the services of a specialist from
within that group?
Medicare will pay for that.

WHEN A PATIENT IS A NEW PATIENT
FOR A CONSULTANT

A new patient is one whom the physician has not
seen or treated in the past three years.
For consultants, that can get confusing. Medicare

points out that if a doctor provides a consultation but
has seen the patient for any other service during the
past three years, the consultant cannot bill for a new
patient visit. That applies even if the previous visit
was for a different diagnosis or took place in a differ-
ent setting than the current consult.

Medicare as the secondary payer
Now here’s a sticky situation: what happens when

Medicare is the secondary payer? Can a specialist bill
for consults in that situation?
As far as Medicare is concerned, the answer no.

Nobody can bill Medicare for consults, and that
includes situations where Medicare is the secondary
payer. Instead, all the physicians involved simply bill
the appropriate E/M service.
However, that may not be the case with the primary

payer. That payer may still recognize the consult
codes, and if that’s the case, the office has two choic-
es:

• It can bill the primary payer for an E/M code and
then bill Medicare for the same code and show what
the other payer actually paid. Medicare will decide if
any more payment is due.

• It can bill the primary payer for a consult code
and then bill Medicare for the E/M code and show
what the other payer actually paid. Again, Medicare
determines if any more payment is due.
Medicare points out that from a billing perspective,

it’s probably easier to take the first route. However, if
the primary payer recognizes consult codes, the sec-
ond route could bring in a higher payment. �
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The RACS are out in force
in all states; here’s what
managers have to deal with
The Recovery Audit Contractors or RACS are now

poring over Medicare claims in all states, and they are
here to stay.
They are searching out overpayments and improper

payments made to both doctors and hospitals, and
they are working on a commission. They get from 9%
to 12% of the money they recover.
Here is a brief outline of what’s going on.

The claims they can review.
Right now they are limited to claims paid after

October 1, 2007. But beginning in October, they can
look at any claims that were paid during the previous
three years.

Two types of claim reviews.
The RACs can do two types of reviews.
One is a data search for obvious errors such as two

claims for the same service. With that type of search,
the RAC does not review any records. It simply sends
the office a demand letter. In most cases, there won’t
be room for much argument.
The other is a complex review. There the RAC finds

something that looks suspicious, perhaps an indication
of overcoding. Then it requests copies of records,
which the office has to provide.

What offices can expect to see.
The RACs get paid a percentage of what they col-

lect, so they are going after the big money. That
means their main focus is on hospitals.
Offices will see RAC demands too, but most likely

those will be demands from data searches that have
turned up duplicate services, payment mistakes, cod-
ing mistakes, and medically unnecessary services.
Those are easy money targets for the RACs because

those are obvious – and uncontestable – mistakes.

The demand process.
When a RAC swoops down to collect, it starts by

sending the office a demand letter.
If the office opts not to fight, it can send Medicare

a check, request a payment plan, or tell Medicare to
recoup the money from future payments.
But it can also appeal.
At the first step, it responds with a letter telling

Medicare why it doesn’t owe anything and asking for
a redetermination. Medicare may or may not agree
and back off.
Time is of the essence here. The office has to send

its letter of dispute within 15 days of getting Medi-
care’s demand.
If Medicare disagrees, the office can file a formal

appeal. But it has to do so within 120 days of receiv-
ing the demand letter. Once the appeal is filed, Medi-
care won’t begin collection unless and until it wins
the appeal.
Appeals should not be filed without serious consid-

eration, however. While they will delay the payment,
if Medicare wins, it gets to collect interest on the pay-
ment.
If the office loses the appeal, it has 180 days to file

a request for reconsideration by an independent con-
tractor. This is the office’s last chance to include addi-
tional documentation. And again, if it loses, it will
have to pay interest on the money.
If there’s another loss, the office has 60 more days

to request a hearing with the Office of Medicare
Hearings and Appeals where an administrative law
judge determines the outcome.
If there’s yet another loss, the office gets 60 more

days to file an appeal with the Medicare Appeals
Council.
And if there’s still no win, the office gets 60 more

days to take the matter to the Federal district court.

Producing the records.
The most difficult part of dealing with the RACs

will be producing the records they request for their
complex reviews.
When the RAC asks for records, the office has to

produce them within 45 days. If it doesn’t, it has to
pay whatever the RAC demands.
There is, however, a limit on the number of records

the RACs can ask for.
For solo practitioners, it’s 10 records during any

45-day period. For partnerships with two to five
providers, it’s 20 records per 45 days. For groups with
six to 15 members, it’s 30. And for groups with 16 or
more providers, it’s 50 records.

The extent of the payments.
The RACS can extrapolate their findings, and for a

large practice, that could mean tremendous paybacks.
However, they can only do that when the errors are
continuous and when the facility has made no effort to
correct them.

Payment for record copies is iffy.
The RACS are required to pay hospitals and long-

term care facilities for record copies at a rate of 12
cents a page. But there is no requirement that they pay
offices for copies, so they may or may not do so.

Not the end of other audits.
The RACS will not replace Medicare’s other audi-

tors. They are simply an additional way for Medicare
to recoup incorrect payments.

(For a complete overview of the RAC process, see
“Medicare’s new bounty hunters search for over-
pays,” MOM, May 2009.) �
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Index to medical office manager – 2009
These are the articles MOM carried during 2009. They are listed chronologically by

topic and are a good reference for locating past information.

financial survival
Five quick ways to keep the revenues flowing – December
Six ways to improve the billing procedures – November
A dozen-plus ways to overcome today’s revenue losses; start by

making it easy for patients to pay – September
How some managers keep the money coming in – September
Set up a kiosk in the reception area to verify insurance and

collect payments – September
Don’t let a single copayment slip by; losses can run as high as

$120,000 per physician – July
Michigan office self audits its claims before they go out and

increases revenues by 25% – June
Pennsylvania office sets up a request procedure for filling out

forms and charges a standard fee – May
Today’s triumverate for financial survival: fast billing, a tight

payroll, and flexible payment plans – April
Las Vegas office gives patients a 10% discount when they pay

up front and in full – April
Florida office gives one grace visit to the copay no-pays and

then stops scheduling appointments – March
Payment plans and collection approaches that work; the keys

are flexibility and creativity – March
Three financial survival tips (a MOM mini seminar): keep

layoffs out of EEOC reach; stop the cash flow leaks; keep
good staff when the raises get low – February

Indiana manager gets full reimbursement by running simple
reviews on the payments that come in – February

How to keep the revenues up in this down economy? Simple:
hold on to the patients and mind the business – January

health care reform
An outline of the original reform bill presented by the

Democratic party – August

quality coding
30 new quality measures for PQRI 2010 – December
When Medicare Advantage does and doesn’t have to pay the

PQRI bonuses – November
There’s still time to code quality and get a bonus– July
Medicare lists the qualified registries but doesn’t guarantee

any of them – July
The most common PQRI coding mistakes – July
Quality coding and e-scripting extended to audiologists – April
Here’s what the future holds for quality coding – February

marketing the practice
Michigan manager uses front-desk data to track referrals, decide

what services to offer, and set office hours – January

Medicare/Medicaid
Some Q&A on the RACs – September
Medicare’s new bounty hunters search for overpays; the RAC

auditors are warmed up and rearing to go – May
The fraud and abuse Medicare is sniffing out this year – March
Explaining the anti-kickback and self-referral laws – March
No payments to hospitals or doctors for errors – February

staff management
Three ways to fire plus their caveats and safety nets – November
California manager gives staff a 90-day orientation that focuses

on team membership – November
Five inexpensive and easy ways to improve performance,

morale, and motivation – October
A ‘stay’ survey can stave off the exit interviews – October
Word choice is what gets a positive response – October

A question-and-answer approach that ends staff issues – August

How to keep staff productive when the money is tight – July

A statement of compensation and benefits to give to staff – July

Michigan staff set goals to change what they don’t like – July
What to tell staff when layoffs might become a reality – June

Three people problems: how to turn around the poor performer,
how to tell staff that raises will be slim to none, and how to
handle patients who are abusive to staff – June

Four problem people: Staffer Negative, Staffer Out-to-Lunch,
Staffer Does-the-Minimum, and Staffer Suck-up – May

How to end the conflicts between staff, with staff, and *gasp!*
with a doctor – April

Five manager comments that can create conflict – April
To get better staff performance, meet regularly, lay out the

expectations, and lower the boom now and then – January

professional development
Nine rules for success for the new manager who comes up

through the ranks – Decemeber
Whether manager or physician, a lady’s dress indicates her

professionalism – November
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Oregon manager benefits from courses in small-business
management – October

The business etiquette that makes or breaks a manager – August
A manager’s career rests on credibility; here are eight ways to

destroy it – May
How to make a bad review a lot worse – or a lot better – April

COBRA
New COBRA law gives employees a second chance to opt for

coverage plus a 65% premium subsidy – March

employment law
For H1N1, plan to allow extra time off and watch out for

OSHA – November
When drug testing is okay and whether the office can force a

staffer or physician to retire – October
The 10 main employment laws to oversee – September

For ADA safety, don’t ignore disabilities, list job functions, and
ask for accommodation recommendations – September

The ADA makes it easier for staff to file claims – September
Now there’s discrimination protection for cross dressing,

piercings, and tattoos – August
Yes, the office has to respond when a doctor harasses staff even

if no one complains – May
Get the office wooer and wooee to sign an agreement – January

legal issues
Getting better payments on personal injury cases is mostly a

matter of helping the patient’s attorney – December
It’s okay to charge a fee for no-shows, but there are restrictions

on how the office can do so – August
Beware the fraud issues in billing for another doctor’s services,

setting up the superbill, and reducing fees – July

electronic prescribing
Eight new and curious questions on e-prescribing – July
A complete explanation of e-prescribing – the pros and cons,

how it works, and what offices have to do (a MOM mini
seminar) – March

Don’t get left behind on e-prescribing and its bonuses; and
don’t get caught in its pay cut either – February

office management
Some odd items to put into the office’s handbook – October

Set extensive policies for Internet and e-mail use – September

Florida manager gets free assistance from MA interns – August

A short checklist of what to include in the handbook – July

Office clutter and peering pictures can ruin efficiency – May

the H1N1 flu
Three H1N1 personnel issues; employee privacy, FMLA leave,

and Worker’s Compensation coverage – December
New administration codes for the H1N1 vaccine – September
Swine flu gets it own code: 488.1 takes effect October 1 – July

identity theft
Offices may get to wave goodbye to those Red Flags; a delay

plus a cut-off for small offices – November
A complete look at the Red Flags Rule – October
Cover these points in the Red Flags policies – June
The Red Flags Rule gets a welcome delay until Auust 1 – May
New Red Flags regulations on ID safety start May 1 – April
Sample policies and procedures for the Red Flags Rule – April

HIPAA
More ID regulations: HIPAA sets out breach notification rules

for protected health data – November
It’s a long way off, but don’t forget HIPAA 5010 for submitting

electronic claims – July
A new HIPAA worry: releasing information in the record that

pertains to patients’ family members – February

NPIs
The NPIs are expanding from doctors to patients – February

ICD-9-CM and CPT coding
Here are the topics from MOM’s monthly column ‘ICD-9-CM

and CPT Coding Update’ plus other coding articles:

How to code strokes and their effects – December
A complete list of the new, deleted, and revised CPT codes

for 2010 – December
How to code CAD, CABG, and angioplasties – November
How to code COPD and its accompanying conditions – October
ICD-9’s 2010 updates from injuries to the E codes – September
ICD-9’s 2010 updates, digestive system to symptoms – August
ICD-9’s 2010 updates from neoplasms to circulation – July
BPH: a diagnosis to expect in almost all male patients – June
A complete list of the new, deleted, and revised ICD-9-CM

codes for 2010 – May
How to code conscious sedation and pacemaker checks – May
How to code epilepsy and seizure disorders – April
Coding the screenings and treatments for colon cancer – March
CPT’s 2009 updates from medicine to the T-codes – February
ICD-10 gets delayed till October 2013 – February
CPT’s 2009 updates from anesthesia to surgery – January �
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Changes to the CPT book
start with resequencing

BY THERESE M. JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P

Last month, MOM carried a list of the new, deleted
and revised codes in CPT 2010. Next month’s column
will explain those changes. But first there are changes
to the new codebook that warrant attention, the main
one being the resequencing of the code numbers.

the resequencing initiative
The American Medical Association, which devel-

ops and publishes CPT, has begun what it is calling a
resequencing initiative.
In front of some of the new codes is a new icon,

which is the #. It shows that the code is out of numeric
order.
The reason for the out-of-order numbers is that

many times two codes are numbered one right after
the other, leaving no room for an additional code in
the middle. So this year CPT is putting in the addi-
tional code right where it logically should be but giv-
ing it a number that’s out of sequence.
An example is codes 21555, 21556, and 21557,

which cover tumor excisions. CPT wanted to put in
two new codes to be more specific about the size of
the tumors. There was obviously no space for more
numbers, so it gave them numbers that are out of
sequence and marked them with a # like this:

21555 – excision of tumor, < 3 cm
#21552 – same, 3 cm or greater
21556 – excision of subfascial tumor, < 5 cm

#21554 – same, 5 cm or greater
21557 – radical resection of tumor, < 5 cm
So how could anybody look up codes 21522 and

21554? After all, they aren’t where they should be.
The answer is that where those numbers would

ordinarily fall, there is a reference telling what has
happened to them. For example, right after code
21550, the numbers 21552 and 21554 appear and
beside each is a note saying “Code is out of numerical
sequence. See 21550-21632.”
The alternative would have been to delete codes

21555-21557 and give them new numbers and provide
space enough for the new codes. And in the past, CPT
has done just that. However, the AMA points out that

the renumberings have caused confusion, particularly
with the payers.
Giving new codes numbers that are out of sequence

allows CPT to continue to expand without continuous-
ly renumbering large sections of codes.

three appendix changes
There are also three changes in the back of the

book.
New Appendix N lists all the resequenced codes.

There are 27 of them this year, mostly in the surgery
section for soft tissue lesion excisions. But the number
will grow as CPT adds more new codes in places
where there simply aren’t numbers available for them.
There’s also change in Appendix M, which carries

a chart showing the crosswalked deleted codes. It now
has a new column on the far right that gives a refer-
ence to the CPT Assistant volumes where the cross-
walk is explained. The CPT Assistant is a monthly
coding newsletter published by the AMA. It is avail-
able from the AMA’s website at www.ama-assn.org.
And Appendix H is gone. It covered all the perfor-

mance measures, and it was getting enormous, so it
has been transferred to the AMA website. The address
is http://www.ama-assn.org/ama1/pub/upload/mm/370
/hfappendixh207_6.pdf. (All of the AMA’s CPT infor-
mation can be located at the beginning page, which is
www.ama-assn.org/go /cpt.)

Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, is
assistant professor of health information management
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and senior
consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta. �

A six-question oral survey
can help the manager
and improve the morale

The people closest to the work are the ones who
have the best suggestions for improving it.

Take advantage of staff, says management consul-
tant PAMELA BILBREY in Pensacola, FL. Get their
recommendations in an informal survey.

Not only will it generate usable ideas for the man-
ager, but when people are asked for their opinions,
they become committed to the organization. There’s a
sense of “they trust me enough to solicit my ideas.”

Keep the discussion positive. Don’t open with
“let’s solve some of our problems” but with “let’s talk
about what would make this an even better place to
work.” That keeps the meeting from becoming a spew
of “we need longer breaks and more time off.”

To make sure the quiet staffers get heard, tell

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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everybody to write down two ideas on each question
and then ask what each person has written.

Here are the questions:

#1. What can you do to enhance your role in
patient service?

And to keep the remarks positive, ask too “what is
it that makes our patients think we are the best?”

Expect some standard ideas such as fast phone
answers and pleasant greetings, but also expect some
surprises, because staff often see aspects of patient
service that the office doesn’t. The front desk, for
example, may have suggestions for making the recep-
tion area more comfortable.

#2. If you were footing the bill, what would you
do to have a better bottom line?

People “are much more conservative when spend-
ing their own money.” Looking at it from that stand-
point, they start to expand their thinking.

Staff are likely to come up with simple but effec-
tive money savers such as ending certain subscriptions
or buying supplies in bulk to get a price break.

#3. What procedures would you do away with?
Every office has its sacred operational cows in

procedures, paperwork, and meetings. There are also
redundancies, maybe one person fills out a form by
hand and somebody else enters it into the system.

“As a business grows and evolves, tasks and pro-
cedures come to be “tired and outdated” and need to
be updated or even eliminated, Bilbrey says. And staff
are the ones who know what those items are.

Then turn the picture around: “If you had $10,000
to improve operations, what would you spend it on?”

#4. Are you getting enough information and
instruction on your job?

Bilbrey cites one office where staff said they were
not getting clear instructions on work assignments, so
they drew up a list of the directions they wanted and
asked their bosses to follow it. It included factors such
as when the project is due, who the contact is, and
whether the boss wants progress reports on the work.

#5. What would make this a better place to
work?

Break down the discussion into how to enhance
the office’s efficiency, teamwork, and morale.

Efficiency: Suppose staff have complained about
overtime. Ask “how can we reduce the overtime and
still get the work done?” Expect good ideas. Someone
with technology skills might recommend a computer
enhancement. Someone might say outsourcing some
task would be cheaper than paying for the overtime.

Teamwork: Staff might want to learn more about
each other personally or about what each department
does, or they may want to hear other staff give an
overview of their jobs and responsibilities.

Morale: Ask what would make everybody feel
“even better about being part of the organization,”
Bilbrey says. The answers will show “what makes
staff feel good about the work they do.”

If somebody says a pay increase would do the job,
acknowledge the comment, but move on: “We would
all be pleased with a raise, but for the purpose of this
conversation, let’s talk about other ways to improve
morale.”

#6. What is working well, and how can we
make it better?

Tell staff to make a list of “all the things that
make their jobs easier or that help them become suc-
cessful” and then ask “how can we make these items
even better?”

Management “doesn’t always know the details of
what’s working well for particular positions,” Bilbrey
says. Sometimes staff will mention features they like
– maybe a membership in a fitness club – that the
office thought nobody cared about and is planning to
get rid of. Or maybe there’s an automated attendant
telephone system that’s doing what it needs to do, and
the office is satisfied. Staff may point out that patients
are telling them the directions aren’t clear. �

The harassment law points
that get forgotten
and cause big trouble
An antiharassment policy isn’t enough to protect

the office from EEOC claims. Managers still make
mistakes, says employment law attorney BRENT
BALLOW of NMG Advisors Inc., a business educa-
tion firm in Nashville, TN. And their mistakes bring
on EEOC fines as well as countersuits from the people
accused of harassment.
Here he cites the big areas to watch out for.

no such thing as a small complaint
Take every complaint seriously and investigate it

even if an investigation seems pointless.
It’s easy for employers to minimize complaints,

Ballow says.
Sometimes they think a complaint of some isolated

incident of sexual banter or an on-line joke is too
minor to pursue.
Sometimes they think they are too small to have to

worry about harassment. After all, “we know these
people, and we can talk through it informally.”
And sometimes a complaint gets dismissed because

(continues on page 11)
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the data that applies

ONLY UNSECURED DATA IS COVERED
The rule applies only to unsecured HIPAA-protect-

ed health information. That is information that has not
been encrypted or destroyed and so could be deci-
phered, read, or used by someone not authorized to
access it.
Conversely, secured data means data that has, in

fact, been encrypted or destroyed.
Government guidelines for acceptable encryption

and destruction methods can be found in the April 27,
2009, issue of the Federal Register. To access that
issue, go to www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa
/understanding/coveredentities/federalregisterbreachr
fi.pdf.

three requirements for a breach
DEFINITION OF BREACH

To be considered a breach, three elements have to
be present:

• HIPAA-protected data is wrongfully acquired,
accessed, used, or disclosed.

• The security or privacy of the information is
endangered.

• There’s significant risk of harm to the patient’s
finances or reputation.

DEFINITION OF SIGNIFICANT RISK
There’s no short answer here. Significance has to be

determined on a case-by-case basis.
If the office’s data goes to another medical office,

there’s no significant risk because that office is also
bound by HIPAA privacy rules.
On the other hand, if a laptop carrying patent data

is stolen, the risk is significant.

THREE EXCEPTIONS
There are three situations where unauthorized data

access is not considered a breach:
• Unintentional acquisition, access, or use. An

unauthorized employee or business associate
accesses the information by mistake and
there’s no risk of further disclosure. Perhaps a
nurse e-mails clinical information to a billing
staffer by mistake and the staffer deletes it or
even uses it correctly.

• Inadvertent disclosure. One authorized person in
the office accidently sends the information to
another authorized person in the office, and
the path stops there.

• Inability to retain the information. The informa-
tion goes out to an unauthorized person, but
that person can’t open it or keep it.

Even though those situations are exempted, docu-
ment them. If they are challenged, the office will have
to prove there wasn’t a breach and that a notification
wasn’t necessary.

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
If a business associate discovers a breach, it has to

tell the office about it.
However, it’s the office’s responsiblity to notify the

patients.

the notification required
WHEN TO NOTIFY

Notify patients only when three factors are present:
• There has been an actual breach.
• The data was unsecured.
• There is significant risk that the disclosure of the

information will harm the patient’s’ finances
or reputation.

HIPAA’s new Breach Notification Rule
HIPAA has added a new element to its privacy provisions. It’s the Breach Notification

Rule. It’s already in effect, and beginning February 22, the government will start penalizing
violators.
This new rule requires that the office notify patients when their protected health informa-

tion is breached. More, it requires that the office keep a log of all data breaches it experi-
ences, no matter how minor, and submit it to the government at the end of each year. And
when a breach affects as many as 500 persons, the office has to notify the media and the
government.
The new law is explained in the November issue of MOM (“More ID regulations: breach

notification rules for protected health data”). Here now is an in-a-nutshell outline of what
managers need to know and do.
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(continued from page 9)
it comes from a frequent complainer, and the manager
thinks “oh no! here we go again!”
With harassment, “suspicion is knowledge,” and the

office has a duty to investigate.” Otherwise, the
accuser goes to the EEOC with “they didn’t even look
into this,” and the office is already on the losing end.

‘I quit’ doesn’t end it all
What if the accuser is a meek little person who

doesn’t want to make waves and says “I’m getting
harassed, but I don’t want any trouble, so I’m going to
resign.”
Don’t breathe a sign of relief. That victim didn’t

quit voluntarily. “It’s a constructive discharge,” and if
she can’t find another job, she may soon stop being so
meek and go to the EEOC with “I told them I was
being harassed, but they didn’t do anything about it.”
And she’s right. And she wins.
That claim is so easy to make, he says, that when-

ever anybody quits without giving a reason, the man-

ager should ask “why are you leaving?” And if there’s
any suspicion of harassment, start an investigation.

no partiality in the investigating
Now for the investigator. It has to be somebody

who understands the EEOC, who knows how to ask
questions and read body language to get to the truth,
and who can serve as a good witness in a courtroom.
But what’s essential is impartiality. The investigator

has to be someone who doesn’t report to either the
harasser or the victim, wasn’t hired by either one, and
doesn’t go out for a drink with either of them.
It’s not always possible to get impartiality. In a

small office, everybody knows and interacts with
everybody else; in a large office, there’s the risk that
the investigator is – or wants to be – part of the hierar-
chy and so is going to side with the employer.
If there’s not an impartial person in the office,

Ballow says, it’s worth the expense to hire an attorney
or human resources consultant to do the investigating.
He adds that there should also be two people doing

WHOM TO NOTIFY
If a breach occurs, tell each patient involved, and

tell each patient individually.
If a patient is deceased, notify the next of kin or the

patient’s representative.

TIME FRAME
Notify each patient within 60 calendar days after

the office discovers the breach.

HOW TO NOTIFY
Send a notice by mail or e-mail.
If there are fewer than 10 patients, the office can

notify them by telephone.

PATIENTS WHO CANNOT BE LOCATED
If 10 or more patients can’t be located, post a “con-

spicuous” notice on the home page of the office’s
website or in a major media outlet in the areas where
those patients likely live.
The notice has to stay up for 90 days and has to

provide a toll-free number patients can call to find out
if their information is included in the breach.

NOTIFYING THE MEDIA
If more than 500 residents in a single city or state

are affected, notify major media outlets serving that
city or state.

NOTIFYING THE GOVERNMENT
If more than 500 persons are affected, regardless of

where they live, notify the Department of Health and
Human Services.

WHAT THE NOTICE HAS TO SAY
It has to include five things:
• A description of what happened and the date the

office discovered it.
• What the data included such as name, Social

Security number, or diagnosis. Don’t give the
information itself; just describe it.

• What the patient has to do, perhaps contact credit
bureaus.

• How the office is mitigating the damage and pro-
tecting against further breaches, perhaps
retrieving some of the data and making
changes in its security procedures.

• The office’s contact information that patients can
use for questions.

the log and the year-end report
THE LOG

The office has to keep a log documenting every
actual breach that involves fewer than 500 patients.

THE YEAR-END REPORTING
The office has to submit the log to HHS at the end

of each year.
The deadline is March 1.
The log must be submitted electronically.
There is a form for documenting each individual

breach. It can be found at http://transparency.cit.nih
.gov/breach /index.cfm. The office can fill out the
form for each individual breach and submit it directly
to HHS. �



the investigation interviews, not just one. That way,
each can corroborate what the other says about the
interview. What’s more, “people come and go.” What
happens if a victim later claims the investigation was
not done properly and the investigator has since left?

a fast quick fix at the start
Speed is important too.
Whenever a complaint is made, take immediate

interim action to make sure that neither party has con-
tact with the other. That eliminates the possibility that
the harasser will intimidate the victim or that the vic-
tim will claim he “bird-dogged” her, or stared at her in
an effort to make her uncomfortable.
The action will depend on the circumstances, but

common solutions are things such as moving one
party to another area of the office or giving the victim
paid time off while the investigation is going on.

a signed secret
Ensure confidentiality.
Explain to the victim that the office will have to tell

the accused what she has said and also discuss it with
witnesses. But emphasize that everybody involved –
victim, accused, and witnesses – will be required to
sign a confidentiality agreement.
That’s necessary, because if the investigation shows

there was no harassment, the accused can turn around
and sue the office for defamation.
Present the agreement with “We are going to talk

about a highly confidential matter. If you discuss this
with anyone, you will be subject to immediate termi-
nation.” Then ask the individual to sign a statement
agreeing to keep the matter confidential.

don’t have a zero-tolerance policy
Another rule: don’t have a zero-tolerance policy

that goes so far as to require termination for every
offense.
While an egregious offense can indeed warrant ter-

mination, most offenses aren’t severe enough to sup-
port it, and the outcome can be a claim of wrongful
termination or even defamation on the grounds that
firing placed the individual “in a false light.”
Let the punishment fit the crime. If someone touch-

es another person inappropriately, that’s one thing.
But one improper statement about somebody’s dress is
another. It might be enough to require an apology. Or
the situation may support reassignment within the
office or lowering the harasser’s pay or suspension.
But firing is not necessarily the answer.
He adds that while “it’s natural to consider the vic-

tim’s wishes when determining the punishment,” that
doesn’t mean the victim gets the last word. No organi-
zation “can have its employees making the decisions.”
What if the victim says “he goes or I go” and firing

is not appropriate for the offense? All the manager has
to say is “we have handled the situation X way. We
will follow up with you periodically to make sure the
harassment doesn’t continue. But we believe we have
made the best decision for this situation.”
The office’s responsibility is to put a permanent

stop to the harassment, and if it does that, it’s done
enough.

always check back
The last rule: when there is actual harassment and

the office takes action, follow up. Ask the victim
“have there been any further incidents that have made
you feel uncomfortable?
And do that more than once. At a minimum, follow

up every quarter, Ballow says.
If the victim later claims the harassment continued,

having a record of the follow-up and the victim’s
answer that there was no more harassment is proof
that the office acted in good faith and had every rea-
son to believe the situation was not recurring. �
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